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PARTNERSHIPS TO ENCOURAGE INNOVATION
Promote your company through our network  

of professionals at the cutting edge of technology

communication@batimatech.com | www.batimatech.com | (514) 840-1288

Become an annual partner, 
or a partner of our major events

https://www.batimatech.com/en/
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Who are we ?
Batimatech is a non-profit organization (NPO), a catalyst for the construction, 
technology, and sustainable development world whose mission is to promote 
innovation, collaboration, agility and the integration of the best digital solutions 
into our business ecosystem and in our institutions.

Why become a Batimatech partner ?
• Stimulate your growth by focusing on the integration of new technologies in the 

construction industry

• Shine through a network in new technologies, sustainable development, in the 
construction and real estate industry

• Promote the adoption of sustainable development practices and technological 
innovations in the construction sector

• Share your technological know-how with builders and companies specializing in 
building and real estate

•  Promote, support, and encourage the start-up, as well as the growth of technological 
companies in the construction and housing sector

• Position Quebec as a center of expertise in technological innovation in the building 
industry
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What visibility is offered by Batimatech?
Our 4 major events | Description of our major events

GRAND BATIMATECH SPRING BATIMATECH BATIMATECH INTERNATIONAL BATIMATECH PROPTECH
Annual event bringing together players 
in the construction, technology and 
sustainable development sector.  The event 
consists of panels, lectures, exhibitors, 
and networking.  It hosts the PitchTech 
Innovation Construction competition which 
offers prizes and provides a springboard 
for innovative technological or sustainable 
development projects.

Brings  together  several young start-ups and 
innovative projects that are revolutionizing 
the construction and real estate industry. 
Participants include players in the building, 
technology and sustainable development 
sector.  The event consists of panels, 
lectures, exhibitors, and networking.

A 3-hour online event exploiting an 
innovative, human and intuitive conference 
and networking platform which allows 
participants to transcend borders in order 
to identify how the use of technologies is 
advancing elsewhere in the world, within 
an industry where certain nations (including 
Quebec) are lagging behind.

A Proptech (Property Technology) themed 
event presenting the transformation of the 
real estate market featuring players with 
new models, or start-ups with innovative 
technological solutions.  This event 
helps real estate developers and brokers 
understand the importance of injecting 
digital technologies into the real estate 
industry.

September 26TH and 27TH, 2022 March 17TH, 2022 March 31ST, 2022 February 24TH, 2022
Full day + 5@7 Afternoon + 5@7 Half-day 2 hours

IN-PERSON (MONTRÉAL) IN-PERSON (MONTRÉAL) VIRTUAL / IN-PERSON (MONTRÉAL) IN-PERSON (MONTRÉAL) 

- 8 hours of programming 
- 400 in-person and virtual participants. 
- 10 conferences and panels. 
- 25 speakers and panelists Exhibitors. 
- The 12 finalists of the PitchTech 
Competition. 
- September 26th 5@7 Pre-event : 100 
participants. 
- September 27th 5@7 : 200 participants

- 4 hours of programming  
- 200 in-person and virtual participants. 
- 4 conferences and panels. 
- 15 speakers and panelists Exhibitors. 
- In-person 5@7 : 100 participants

- 3 hours of programming. 
- 120 participants. 
- 3 conferences and panels. 
- 6 speakers and panelists. 
- Networking experiences before and after 
the conferences

- 1 hour of programming. 
- 100 participants. 
- 2 conferences or panels. 
- 2 speakers or panelists. 
- 100 views during the deferred broadcast 
on Youtube

The activity allows participants to 
discover new technologies and 
appropriate best practices to be more 
competitive, productive, and profitable. 
A perfect time to realize the importance 
of digital transformation, meet the 
players, and identify solutions to be 
implemented.

As we enter a time of year that 
is favorable to decision-making, 
participants are called upon to update 
their innovation knowledge and 
identify solutions to implement in the 
next quarter.  It is also one of the last 
chances to network calmly before the 
construction season kicks into high 
gear.

Participants can evaluate where 
they are at in terms of technological 
innovations at the international level, 
and see that international solutions 
use a vocabulary that is substantially 
identical from one country to another, 
and that they can be deployed quickly 
here and in their businesses.

This conference allows real estate 
players to identify how others are using 
digital technologies for their business 
development or operations.  Speakers 
will present data, platform, equipment, 
and artificial intelligence tools.
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Visibility plans
For our 4 major events

VISIBILITY
GRAND BATIMATECH SPRING 

BATIMATECH
BATIMATECH

INTERNATIONAL
BATIMATECH
PROPTECHGOLD SILVER BRONZE

Your logo* on the event’s annual partners’ poster and on the badge 
lanyard given to all participants.

For our events, your logo* on the following: 
 - Event registration page (Eventbrite) 
 - Landing page of the event, with hyperlink to your website 
 - Promotional emails 
 - Banner of the event on social networks 
 - Announcement of our partners on social media 
 - Blog articles for feedback on our events 
 - On-screen during the introductory and closing remarks of the 
event

Your logo* on our Annual Report

Exhibitor booth** $1 250

Opportunity for a member of your organisation to participate in the 
opening or closing remarks of the event.

Post-event promotional email of your products/services to our at-
tendees (some restrictions)

To be discussed

Complimentary event tickets 6 4 2 2 2 2

PRICES $5 000 $3 500 $2 000 $1 500 $1 400 $1 200

* Size and layout of logos vary by package
** The booth and its positioning vary depending on the package

Here are the visibility plans for our annual events. The plans are also customizable on request.
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Series of events

Technology showcase 
Interactive visits to organizations related to technological innovations will take place 
until March 2022 to promote companies working in digital transformation, to help 
them develop the appropriate technological language through exchanges with 
other players who, like them, share the desire to undoubtedly make this strategic 
digital shift. 

Webinar
Our webinars are virtual meetings that keep our community up to date on topics 
related to the integration of technologies for the construction sector.

5 @ 7 / Lunch
Batimatech organizes networking events in companies that want to promote their 
technological or sustainable development expertise.  In a user-friendly and light 
environment, they allow participants, prospects, customers, or employees of these 
companies, to be upgraded on technologies, or to discover best practices or 
innovations.
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Annual partnership
For our annual partners, here is the visibility offered in our major events and series of events.
The plans are also customizable on request Optimal Performance Efficiency
Free annual membership for all your employees

Your logo* on our website, in the partner section 
+ hyperlink to your company’s website

Your logo* in our annual report

For any event (major events*** and series of events), your logo * on the following: 
 - Event registration page (Eventbrite) 
 - Event landing page, with hyperlink to your website 
 - Promotional emails 
 - Event banner on social networks 
 - Announcement of our partners on social media 
 - Blog articles for feedback on our events 
 - On-screen during the event’s introductory and closing words

During the Grand Batimatech, your logo* on the following: 
  -  badge lanyard given to all participants 
  - Partner poster

First right of refusal to give a speech during the opening or closing remarks of the Grand Batimatech and 
the Spring Batimatech

Exhibitor booth** or speaker / panelist during the Grand Batimatech and the Spring Batimatech

Sponsorship of room names or the dining area during the Grand Batimatech and the Spring Batimatech

Logo on the Grand Batimatech badge lanyard (limited availability)

Right to make a speech during the VIP pre-event of the Grand Batimatech

Production (by us) of 2 annual articles or infomercials about your company, published on our blog (interview, 
white paper, feature article, etc.) and relayed on our LinkedIn and Facebook pages, and in our newsletter

Your logo* on our monthly newsletters, for 12 months.

Possibility of presenting one or more events annually (webinar, 5 @ 7, technology showcase) 3 2 1
Number of free tickets (per year) for our events 24 18 12

PRICES $20 000 $15 000 $7 500

* Size and layout of logos vary depending on package
** The booth and its positioning vary depending on the package
*** Our major events are Grand Batimatech, Batimatech Proptech, Batimatech International, Spring Batimatech
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A community in innovative technologies, 
construction and real estate

According to our October 2021 survey, 
our clientele breaks down as follows :

NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS
 LINKEDIN

132

2019 2021

1032

NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS
NEWSLETTER / LINKEDIN

2800

Newsletter Linkedin

1032

Our newsletters are read on average at least once each by 
24% of subscribers.

The evolution of the number of subscribers to our LinkedIn 
page is significant over the last 2 years, increasing by almost 
700%, demonstrating a growing interest from the community.

DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERS

Association

Government 
bodies

Innovation 
companies

Real estate 
companies

Consulting 
services

Construction 
companies

3%

17%

17%

13%

10%40%

To communicate about our events, we use a newsletter which 
is sent to more than 2,800 people, our LinkedIn page which 
reaches more than 1000 people, and the organization’s 
Facebook page which reaches approximately 400 subscribers. 
We also use Instagram whose B2B use is increasing.
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« We are very proud to be partners 
of Batimatech, the only Canadian 
conference dedicated exclusively 
to construction, technology, and 
sustainable development. »

— Ivanhoé Cambridge

« I wanted to thank you once again for 
the event.  It was honestly very interesting 
to be in the same place as a number of 
major players in the real estate and tech 
industry. »

— Mathieu Loiselle, VP Sales & Marketing
Bloc Solutions

« I just wanted to congratulate you on yesterday’s 
event.  I was completely impressed with the 
platform, avant-garde, simple and so creative!  
Well done again. »

— Garance Marcotte, Economic Affairs Attaché
Government of Quebec 

« Congratulations on the success of this 
event.  It was my first participation in 
Batimatech and certainly not the last.  I 
really believe in this current of digital 
transformation and the role automation 
and optimization can play in helping 
construction industry players achieve 
higher productivity. »

— Amin Chaabane, Associate Professor
Department of Systems Engineering
École de technologie supérieure (ETS)

« This event, which showcased 
innovation in the real estate industry, 
was an opportunity for many of our 
members to promote their skills and 
solutions.
AIoT Canada took the opportunity to 
forge links with those responsible for 
the MIPIM Proptech NYC event. »

— AIoT Canada

5 testimonials
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Other visibility opportunities

Continuing education
Do you want to pass on your knowledge and skills in technology or sustainable development?

Our Batimatech and Grand Batimatech training courses are recognized by the Régie du Bâtiment 
du Québec (RBQ), the Corporation of Master Pipe Mechanics of Quebec (CMMTQ) and the 
Corporation of Master Electricians of Quebec (CMEQ) as part of compulsory continuing education 
for general contractors.

Be part of our team of trainers! 

More info at info@batimatech.com

Technological census
Technological solutions and innovative equipment for the construction industry
Enter the Batimatech technological census directory..

In collaboration with Quebec’s Ministry of Economy and Innovation, we are listing the technological 
solutions and innovative equipment available for the construction industry in Quebec and 
elsewhere in order provide a showcase for them.  A platform will host this census and will act as 
a bridge between solution providers and solution seekers, with the aim of accelerating the digital 
transformation of companies in the industry.

Showcase your solutions on the construction market

Contact us for more information: recensement@batimatech.com
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Francis Bissonnette

communication@batimatech.com
(514) 840-1288

405 Av. Ogilvy bureau 101, 
Montréal, Québec H3N 1M3

www.batimatech.com
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